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Statistical analyses of ecological data are usually focused on one of two kinds of endeavor, 
conservation and science. In both cases, analyses focus on discrimination of competing hypotheses by 
assessing the degree to which ecological data correspond to differing model-based predictions.  In 
conservation, hypotheses typically concern effects of management actions on focal systems, whereas 
scientific hypotheses deal more generally with how a system “works”.  In ecology, definitive 
discrimination of hypotheses is seldom achieved with a single key experiment, analysis, or set of 
observations.  Instead, multiple experiments and observations lead to the accumulation of evidence 
for, and confidence in, specific hypotheses.  Despite this reality, a substantive fraction of ecological 
research has the appearance of one-off studies. Research funding structures are likely responsible for 
this phenomenon to some degree, but even well-funded, long-term studies often seem to shift focus 
among different questions and corresponding sets of hypotheses. This emphasis on one-time studies 
and analyses has been accompanied by a focus of statistical methodology on discriminating among 
competing hypotheses based on a single study or data set.  

Here, I consider programs of conservation and science in which inferences based on each experiment 
or analysis are used to update an information state, defined as a vector of model “weights” reflecting 
the relative accumulated evidence corresponding to each model in the focal set. I show examples of 
the evolution of information state across time, exclusively from programs of conservation that employ 
adaptive management. It is suggested that the concept of an evolving information state has 
implications for study design that go beyond the usual considerations employed for single studies.  
The possibility is considered that devotion of more attention to evolving information states for sets of 
carefully constructed hypotheses might increase our rate of learning about ecological systems.         
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